Background: Parameter estimation represents one of the most significant challenges in systems biology. This is because biological models commonly contain a large number of parameters among which there may be functional interrelationships, thus leading to the problem of non-identifiability. Although identifiability analysis has been extensively studied by analytical as well as numerical approaches, systematic methods for remedying practically non-identifiable models have rarely been investigated. Results: We propose a simple method for identifying pairwise correlations and higher order interrelationships of parameters in partially observed linear dynamic models. This is made by derivation of the output sensitivity matrix and analysis of the linear dependencies of its columns. Consequently, analytical relations between the identifiability of the model parameters and the initial conditions as well as the input functions can be achieved. In the case of structural non-identifiability, identifiable combinations can be obtained by solving the resulting homogenous linear equations. In the case of practical non-identifiability, experiment conditions (i.e. initial condition and constant control signals) can be provided which are necessary for remedying the non-identifiability and unique parameter estimation. It is noted that the approach does not consider noisy data. In this way, the practical non-identifiability issue, which is popular for linear biological models, can be remedied. Several linear compartment models including an insulin receptor dynamics model are taken to illustrate the application of the proposed approach. Conclusions: Both structural and practical identifiability of partially observed linear dynamic models can be clarified by the proposed method. The result of this method provides important information for experimental design to remedy the practical non-identifiability if applicable. The derivation of the method is straightforward and thus the algorithm can be easily implemented into a software packet.
Background
Model-based analysis and synthesis become increasingly important in systems biology [1] [2] [3] [4] . However, a significant obstacle to effective model-based studies comes from the fact that it is highly difficult to achieve the values of model parameters. A straightforward way to address this issue is to fit the model to the measured data by proper experimental design [5] [6] [7] . Nevertheless, such a fitting may usually fail, even for quite simple models, because some parameters in the model can be non-identifiable.
There are two major reasons for model nonidentifiability. On the one hand, many biological models contain a large number of parameters to be estimated, among which some parameters may have functional interrelationships. This is largely because of the model structure when considering compound reaction networks [8] [9] [10] . More important is that biologists experiment with living cells and therefore the possibilities to stimulate the cells are limited, i.e. the control signals and the initial condition cannot be chosen at will. This limitation leads to challenges in parameter estimation [11] [12] [13] , in particular, the model can be non-identifiable, which is the concern of this paper.
As a consequence, the effect of one parameter will compensate that of another. These parameters are correlated each other and therefore non-identifiable [14, 15] . On the other hand, because of limiting experimental facility, the measured data for parameter estimation are incomplete; in particular, in many cases only a part of the variables in the model can be measured. The input-output relations of a partially observed model may become highly complicated and lead to implicit parameter correlations, even if the model structure itself contains no functional relationships between the parameters [16, 17] .
The existence of parameter correlations will lead to enormous difficulties in estimating the model parameters. As a consequence, the parameters cannot be correctly constrained, the landscape of the predicting errors is quite flat, and the sensitivities of the resulting parameters are sloppy [18] [19] [20] . Therefore, identifiability analysis presents a very important and necessary task before performing parameter estimation. Although identifiability analysis of biological models has been extensively investigated in the past, the issue is far from being satisfactorily addressed [21] [22] [23] .
In general, non-identifiable parameters in a model can be classified into structurally and practically non-identifiable parameters. Structurally non-identifiable parameters are those which cannot be estimated based on any measurement data with any quality and quantity, since the parameter correlations in effect are independent of the experimental condition. In contrast, the interrelationships of practically non-identifiable parameters are either due to a partial observation or due to inaccurate data [16] . As a result, it is possible to uniquely estimate the parameters based on datasets generated in experimental design by properly determining the experimental condition and improving the quality of the measurement. In this way, the non-identifiability of the model can be remedied. The "practical identifiability" in this paper means the case in which a non-identifiable model becomes identifiable if the initial condition and control signals are properly selected and meanwhile if the measured datasets are noise-free. Thus this provides a necessary condition for a practically identifiable model, i.e. even if this condition is satisfied, the model can be non-identifiable because of noisy data.
Therefore, the aim of identifiability analysis should be not only to figure out the structural and/or practical identifiability of the model but also, most importantly, to find the dependences of the identifiability on experimental conditions, so that proper experiments can be designed to remedy the non-identifiability when indicated. In particular, the impact of control signals and the initial condition of the identifiability has rarely been emphasized in the previous studies.
Linear ordinary differential equations (ODEs) are widely used to describe biological systems [24] . Many studies on identifiability analysis of linear dynamic models have been made and, in particular, methods for determining the structural identifiability have been developed for partially observed models [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . The Laplace transformation methods were used for identifiability analysis of linear models [30, 31] , but these studies did not consider parameter correlations based on analyzing the output sensitivity matrix. Another aspect in this area is the detection of explicit identifiable combinations of nonidentifiable parameters which can help for model reparameterization [32] [33] [34] [35] . More recently, identifiability conditions of fully observed linear models from one single dataset were presented; these conditions are related to the initial conditions of the system [36] .
Using differential algebra, a priori methods were proposed to analyze structural identifiability of linear and nonlinear biological models without any requirement of measurements [33] [34] [35] [37] [38] [39] [40] , based on which effective software tools have been established [35, 41, 42] . In [43] it was pointed out that problems can arise by using differential algebra methods in testing the identifiability of systems started at some special initial conditions. However, from the previous studies for structural identifiability there are no suitable measures developed for remedying existing non-identifiability of a model. As a consequence, the accessible software tools will fail to run when unexpected but meaningful initial conditions and/or controls are provided, even for very simple linear models [35] .
The measured data are always associated with noisiness and limitation of the number of sampling points which also make model parameters non-identifiable [8, 16] . Therefore, a posteriori methods detect the identifiability of a model by numerically solving the fitting problem based on available data [16, 17, 44, 45] . Using the method of profile likelihood, it is possible to find pairwise functional relations of the non-identifiable parameters if the corresponding manifold is one-dimensional [16] . Since the initial concentrations can be regarded as parameters to be estimated, the relation of the non-identifiability to the initial condition can be numerically characterized. As a result, the non-identifiability due to correlations can be remedied by means of defining proper initial conditions.
In a recent study [15] , we proposed a method that is able to analytically identify both pairwise parameter correlations and higher order interrelationships among parameters in nonlinear dynamic models. Correlations are interpreted as surfaces in the subspaces of correlated parameters. Explicit relations between the parameter correlations and the control signals can be derived by simply analyzing the sensitivity matrix of the right-hand side of the model equations.
Based on the correlation information obtained in this way both structural and practical non-identifiability can be clarified. The result of this correlation analysis provides a necessary condition for experimental design for the control signals in order to acquire suitable measurement data for unique parameter estimation. However, this method can only identify parameter correlations in fully observed models, i.e. it is required that all state variables be measurable, thus leading to limited applications of this method.
In this paper, we propose a simple method which can be used for identifying pairwise and higher order parameter correlations in partially observed linear dynamic models. An idealized measurement (i.e. noise-free and continuous data) is assumed in this study. It means that we derive the necessary condition of identifiable systems when such data are available. Unlike previous approaches, explicit relations of the identifiability to initial condition and control functions can be found by our method, thus providing a useful guidance for experimental design for remedying the non-identifiability if available. Our basic idea is to derive the output sensitivity matrix and detect the linear dependences of its columns, which can be simply made by using the Laplace transformation and then solving a set of homogenous linear equations. The computations are quite straightforward and thus can be easily implemented into a software packet.
For parameter estimation, different species (substances) measured from experiment leads to different output equations, due to which the model parameters may be non-identifiable. Therefore, prior to the experiment for data acquisition, it is important to analyze the identifiability of the parameters, when some certain species will be measured. The method presented in this paper can be used for a priori identifiability analysis. In this way, the question which species should be measured, so that unique parameter estimation will be achieved, can be answered. Thus, this is important for experimental design.
Both structural and practical non-identifiability can be addressed by using the proposed method. In the case of structural non-identifiability, the identifiable parameter combinations can be determined, while, in the case of practical non-identifiability, this method can provide suggestions for experimental design (i.e. initial condition, constant control signals, and noise-free datasets) so as to remedy the non-identifiability. Five linear compartmental models including an insulin receptor dynamics model are taken to demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach.
Methods

Output sensitivity matrix
In this paper, we consider general time-invariant linear state space models described as
where Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) are state and output equations in which x∈R n x ; u∈R n u ; y∈R n y are state, control and output vectors, respectively. x 0 is the initial state vector. For the purpose of parameter estimation, the controls u and the initial condition x 0 are regarded as being defined by experimental design.
The outputs y are considered as variables with available datasets (time courses) measured from experiment. In many situations, due to limiting experimental facility, only part of the state variables can be measured, i.e. n y < n x , which means that the model is partially observed. If, in the particular situation, n y = n x , the model is called fully observed. Similarly, the initial state vector x 0 may also be partially or fully observed, depending on the measurement facility. In the following, it will be seen that the impact of the availability of partial or full observations of x and/or x 0 are significant on the parameter correlations and thus the identifiability of the model under consideration.
It should be noted that, in the case of an observable system, the state profiles can be uniquely reconstructed even if n y < n x . However, such a reconstruction can be made by different value sets of the parameters if there is a parameter correlation. This is due to the fact that the observability of a system depends only on the matrixes A and C, but the identifiability depends not only on A and C but also on the control signal and initial condition.
In Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), A∈R n x Ân x ; B∈R n x Ân u ; C∈R n y Ân x ; D ∈R n y Ân u are constant matrices with appropriate dimensions which contain n A , n B , n C , n D parameters denoted in the vector form p A ∈R n A ; p B ∈R n B ; p C ∈R n C ; p D ∈R n D , respectively. Then the vector of the whole parameters to be estimated is
It is noted that the corresponding vectors in p T will fall out, when one or more matrices among (A, B, C, D) contains no parameters to be estimated. To estimate the model parameters, one needs at first to check their identifiability. Here we address this issue by identifying correlations among the parameters. To do this, it is necessary to analyze the linear dependencies of the columns of the output sensitivity matrix
where ∂y ∂p A ∈R n y Ân A ; ∂y ∂p B ∈R n y Ân B ; ∂y ∂p C ∈R n y Ân C ; ∂y ∂p D ∈R n y Ân D are the matrices of the output sensitivities to the parameters in (A, B, C, D), respectively. Thus the output sensitivity matrix ∂y ∂p has n y rows and n p = n A + n B + n C + n D columns. The necessary condition of completely identifiable parameters of the model is that the columns of this matrix are linearly independent.
Solving the state Eq. (1) in the Laplace form we have
where I∈R n x Ân x is an identity matrix. It follows from the output equation
From Eq. (6), it is straightforward to achieve the output sensitivities in the Laplace form
are partial derivative matrices with M A ∈R n x Ân A , M B ∈R n x Ân B , M C ∈ n y Ân C and M D ∈ n y Ân D , in which the corresponding elements are linear to the elements of X(s) and U(s), respectively. Therefore, the output sensitivity matrix Eq. (4) can be written as
According to Eq. (5) and Eq. (7), the elements in the output sensitivity matrix Eq. (8) are functions of the parameters in the matrices A, B, C, D, the elements of the input vector U(s) and of the initial condition vector x 0 . In this way, explicit relationships of parameter sensitivities with the controls and the initial condition can be achieved, base on which both structural and practical identifiability issues can be addressed.
It is noted that in most previous studies on identifiability analysis of linear models only parameters in the matrix A were considered as being estimated. In this case, M B = 0, M C = 0, M D = 0 and thus only the first term in Eq. (8) remains, i.e.
Moreover, in the case of y = x, then Eq. (9) reduces to
Therefore, the parameter correlations can be determined easily by checking the linear dependencies of the columns of M A (X(s)). The identification of parameter correlations in the case of y = x was in detail discussed in [15] .
Identification of parameter correlations
To identify the correlations among the parameters, it is necessary to analyze the linear dependencies of the output sensitivity matrix Eq. (8) which can be expressed as (see Additional file 1)
In Eq. (12), each of the elements q i,j (s), (i = 1, ⋯, n y , j = 1, ⋯, n p ) is a polynomial with the indeterminate s. As mentioned above, the coefficients of these polynomials will be functions of the parameters in p A , p B , p C , p D , the elements in the input vector U(s) and in the initial condition vector x 0 . It can be shown from Additional file 1 that the highest order of the polynomials in the 4 matrices in Eq. (12) will be 2(n x − 1), 2n x − 1, 2n x − 1, 2n x , respectively. Based on Eq. (12), Eq. (11) can be rewritten as
where q j s ð Þ∈R n y ; j ¼ 1; ⋯; n p À Á are the columns of the matrices in Eq. (12) . To check the linear dependencies of the columns in Eq. (13), we introduce a vector α ¼ α 1 ; ; α 2 ; ⋯; ; α n p À Á T and let
According to Eq. (11) and Eq. (12), Eq. (14) consists of n y linear equations with respect to α 1 ; α 2 ; ⋯; α n p À Á as unknowns. Since q j (s), (j = 1, ⋯, n p ) are explicitly expressed polynomials, we can reorder the terms in Eq. (14) and present it in the following polynomial form
where the coefficients γ i,k , (k = 1, ⋯, 2n x + 1) are linear to the elements of α 1 ; α 2 ; ⋯; α n p À Á . Since s in Eq. (15) is indeterminate, each coefficient of the polynomials in Eq. (15) should be zero, i.e.
where the coefficients β i,k,l , (l = 1, ⋯, n p ) are some functions of the model parameters, of the elements in the input vector as well as in the initial state vector. Therefore, Eq. (16) represents a set of homogeneous linear equations with α 1 ; α 2 ; ⋯; α n p À Á as unknowns. The maximum number of the equations is n y (2n x + 1).
It is to note that the highest order of the polynomials in Eq. (15) is 2n x when all four matrices A, B, C, D contain parameters to be estimated. If the problem under consideration is not in this case, the highest order in Eq. (15) should vary accordingly. For instance, if the model has parameters only in matrix A, as described by Eq. (9), the highest order in Eq. (15) will be 2n x − 2 and thus the maximum number of the equations in Eq. (16) will be n y (2n x − 2).
In general, the solution of Eq. (16) consists of the following 2 possible cases.
Case 1: All unknowns are zero, i.e.
In this case, there is no correlation relationship among the parameters. It means that all parameters in the model are identifiable and one dataset is enough to uniquely estimate them.
where l + k ≤ n p . This means that the corresponding k parameters (p l+1 ,⋯, p l+k ) are correlated in one group. If by solving Eq. (18), U(s) and x 0 are cancelled, the solutions will be independent of the controls and the initial condition. Then the corresponding parameters are structurally non-identifiable. This means that the parameters cannot be estimated based on any datasets. If a model is structurally non-identifiable, there will exist identifiable combinations of the parameters and these combinations may have one or a finite number of solutions [34, 35, 39] . Identifiable combinations are sub-groups of the correlated parameters expressing their explicit interrelationships, which can be obtained by solving the homogenous linear partial-differential equations (from Eq. (13) and Eq. (18)) based on the result of α l+1 , α l+2 ,⋯, α l+k .
In contrast, if the solutions of Eq. (18) depend on the controls U(s) and/or the initial condition x 0 , the corresponding parameters are practically non-identifiable. Since Eq. (18) describes the parameter correlation based on U(s) and x 0 which cause a specific dataset, using (noise-free) datasets from different controls and initial conditions, Eq. (18) can be written as
where (r) denotes using the dataset r caused by U (r) (s) and x 0 (r) . In this paper, for one dataset we mean the measured output profiles caused by an initial state condition and constant control signals during the experiment. If n d datasets with different controls and/or initial conditions are used, i.e. r = 1, ⋯, n d , for the parameter estimation, the columns of the following matrix will be independent
where Q s ð Þ∈R n d Ân y ð ÞÂ lþk ð Þ . The number of datasets n d should be so selected, that the total number of equations (i.e. n d times the number of equations in Eq. (19)) is greater than k. As a result, there will be α l+1 =⋯= α l+k = 0. This means that the practical non-identifiability described as Eq. (18) is remedied. In this way, the corresponding parameters (p l+1 , ⋯, p l+k ) can be uniquely estimated.
In Eq. (18) and Eq. (19) , the parameters are pairwise correlated if k = 2, whereas there is a higher order interrelationship among the parameters if k > 2. In a model with a large number of parameters to be estimated, there may be many sub-groups with different numbers of correlated parameters. All sub-groups can be determined by solving Eq. (16) . We denote n max as the maximum number of parameters among the sub-groups. Therefore, the number of (noise-free) datasets from different control signals and initial conditions should be equal to or larger than the number of n max divided by the number of equations in Eq. (19) , in order to remedy the practical non-identifiability of the model. The impact of control signals and the initial condition on the linear dependency of the columns in Eq. (20) is implicitly given in Eqs. (5)- (7) .
In summary, the method presented above can be used to identify parameter correlations related both to control signals and to the initial condition for partially observed linear systems. This is an extension of the method proposed in [15] where the necessary conditions of parameter correlations were given only based on the model structure and a full state observation. However, the application of the method of this paper is limited due to the computations using symbolic algebra for solving Eq. (14), since symbolic algebra has its limits in the size of the problem (i.e. the number of parameters) it can solve. During this study, we have solved a series of problems with a maximum size of ten parameters with a commonly used personal computer.
Results
Example 1
A linear two-compartment model [39, 45] 
This model describes a simple biochemical reaction network as shown in Fig. 1a . This model is partially observed and the partial observation causes structural nonidentifiability. Unlike previous studies of this well-known model, the impact of the initial conditions on the identifiability is highlighted here. In this example, there are 5 parameters, i.e. p A = (p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , p 4 ) T , p C = V and then we have
The Laplace form of the state variables can be achieved by solving the state equations in Eq. (21)
where Δ = (s + p 1 + p 2 )(s + p 3 + p 4 ) − p 2 p 3 . According to Eq. (13), the output sensitivity vector (not a matrix, since there is only one output variable in this example) is expressed as
Applying the expressions of Eq. (22) to Eq. (23), it follows
To analyze the linear dependencies of the 5 functions in Eq. (25) we introduce 5 unknowns (α 1 , ⋯, α 5 ). By using the method described in the above section (see Additional file 1), we find α 5 = 0, i.e. the parameter V is uncorrelated with any other parameters and thus is uniquely identifiable. This result is trivial in fact, since V is immediately fixed if y(0) and x 1 (0) are known, according to the last line of Eq. (21) .
It can be seen from Eq. (25) that U(s) and x 10 have the same impact on the output sensitivities. Thus, to see the influence of the initial conditions on the identifiability of the 4 parameters (p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , p 4 ), we let U(s) = 0 in the following analysis. 
This means that the 4 parameters are correlated in one group and their interrelationship is independent of the value of x 10 ≠ 0, i.e. they are structurally non-identifiable. By solving Eq. (26) we can find the interrelationships of the sub-groups (also called identifiable combinations) of the parameters as {p 2 p 3 , p 1 + p 2 , p 3 + p 4 }. This result is the same as reported in the literature [39, 45] . In this situation, it is impossible to uniquely estimate the parameters (p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , p 4 ) based on any measured datasets of the output (y = x 1 ).
Case 2: x 10 = 0, x 20 ≠ 0. Solving the linear homogenous linear equations (see Additional file 1) in this case leads to α 3 = 0, i.e. p 3 is identifiable. And the output sensitivity to the other parameters has the following relationship
which means that (p 1 , p 2 , p 4 ) are correlated in one group and thus structurally non-identifiable. It is interesting to note from Eq. (27) that the correlation relation of (p 1 , p 2 , p 4 ) is also related to the identifiable parameter p 3 . is n y (2n x − 2) = 2. Therefore, the 4 parameters can be uniquely estimated based on fitting the model to at least n d = 2 datasets (such that n d ≥ n max /(n y (2n x − 2))) of the output (y = x 1 ) from different initial values of x 10 ≠ 0 and x 20 ≠ 0, respectively.
To verify the above achieved results, we perform numerical parameter estimation by using the method developed in [46] [47] [48] . The true parameter values in the model are assumed to be p 1 = 0.7, p 2 = 0.7, p 3 = 1.0, p 4 = 0.4 and we generate noise-free output data at 100 time points by simulation. For case 1, one dataset for y is generated by x 10 = 15, x 20 = 0. To check the identifiable combinations {p 2 p 3 , p 1 + p 2 , p 3 + p 4 }, we repeat the parameter identification run by fixing p 1 with a different value for each run. Figure 2 shows the relationships of the parameters after the fitting which illustrate exactly the expected function values, i.e. p 2 p 3 = 0.7, p 1 + p 2 = 1.4, p 3 + p 4 = 1.4.
For case 2, one dataset for y is generated by x 10 = 0, x 20 = 15. Indeed, only the true value of p 3 = 1.0 can be identified when fitting the 4 parameters to the dataset. For case 3, we generate 2 datasets for y by x 10 (1) = 15, x 20 (2) = 5 and x 10
(2) = 5, x 20 (2) = 15, respectively. Then we fit the 4 parameters simultaneously to the 2 datasets, from which Furthermore, if the model in Eq. (21) is fully observed, e.g., y 1 = x 1 , y 2 = x 2 , then all parameters in the model are identifiable. This can be easily seen from M A (X(s)) in Eq. (22), since its columns are linearly independent. As a result, one single dataset including the trajectories of y 1 = x 1 , y 2 = x 2 is enough to uniquely estimate the parameters in the model.
Example 2
A linear three-compartment model [43] _
The reaction network corresponding to this model is shown in Fig. 1b . This model was studied in [43] to demonstrate the failure of the identifiability test by using the differential algebra methods when x 30 = 0. This can be easily recognized by using our method. Let p A = (p 21 , p 12 , p 13 ) T , according to Eq. (13), the functions in the output sensitivity vector will be (see Additional file 1).
According to Eq. (14) and Eq. (15) we obtain the following 4 homogeneous linear equations (see Additional file 1)
It can be easily seen that if x 30 = 0, then α 3 will disappear from Eq. (30), i.e. α 3 can be any value, which means that p 13 is non-identifiable. On the contrary, if x 30 ≠ 0, we have in Eq. (30) 4 linearly independent homogeneous equations with 3 unknowns and thus there should be α 1 = α 2 = α 3 = 0, which means that all three parameters are identifiable.
Example 3
A linear three-compartment model [39] 
The reaction network described by this model is shown in Fig. 1c . The parameters to be estimated in this model are p A = (p 21 , p 31 , p 12 , p 13 , p 02 , p 03 ) T . The solution of the state equations in Eq. (31) leads to Similar to Example 2 we can obtain the Laplace functions in the output sensitivity vector as follows
By introducing 6 unknowns (α 1 , ⋯, α 6 ), the dependencies of the output sensitivities on the control and the initial condition can be derived from Eq. (32) and Eq. (33) . If x 20 = x 30 = 0 and U(s) + x 10 ≠ 0, the resulting homogeneous linear equations in the form of Eq. (16) are as follows
where a = p 13 + p 03 , b = p 12 + p 02 . It can be seen that U(s) + x 10 ≠ 0 does not appear in Eq. (34) . Solving the 5 equations for the 6 unknowns in Eq. (34) with respect to α 1 , we find
Thus the output sensitivities to the parameters has the following relation 
which are the identifiable combinations of the parameters, as given in [39] . To verify these parameter relations, numerical parameter estimation is carried out by assuming p 02 = 2, p 12 = 3, p 03 = 3, p 13 = 0.4, p 21 = 1, p 31 = 2 as the true values of the parameters. A dataset for y containing 400 sampling points in the time period [0, 2] is generated by x 10 = x 20 = x 30 = 0, u(t) = 25. Then we repeatedly fit the parameters to the dataset, except for p 21 which is fixed with different values in the range [0.7, 1.5]. The estimation results are shown in Fig. 3 , exactly validating the global solutions expressed as Eq. (37) . It can be seen from Fig. 3a that the relationship between p 21 and p 31 is indeed a straight line, namely p 21 + p 31 = 3.0. From Fig. 3b , it is interesting to see that the relationship between p 02 + p 12 and p 03 + p 13 is shown by two separate points. This is because both their summation and their product are constant, as indicated in φ 2 , φ 3 of Eq. (37). This special property leads to the fact that both p 02 + p 12 and p 03 + p 13 have two solutions, i.e., there are two lines to represent the relationship of p 02 + p 12 as well as p 03 + p 13 , respectively, as shown in Fig. 3c and d . Correspondingly, the relationship of p 12 p 21 as well as p 13 p 31 is also twofold, as shown in Fig. 3e and f, respectively. The estimated results corresponding to the last two identifiable combinations in Eq. (37) are shown in Fig. 3g and h.
To remedy the non-identifiability, let x 20 ≠ 0, x 30 ≠ 0, then similar to Eq. (34), there will be 5 linear equations with respect to (α 1 , ⋯, α 6 ). This means that the 6 parameters are correlated in one group, i.e., n max = 6. Since the correlation relationships now depend on U(s) + x 10 ≠ 0
and x 20 ≠ 0, x 30 ≠ 0, the parameters are practically identifiable. The number of equations in the form of Eq. (19) is n y (2n x − 2) = 4. As a result, 2 datasets with different values of U(s) + x 10 ≠ 0 and x 20 ≠ 0, x 30 ≠ 0 are needed to uniquely estimate the parameters of the model.
Example 4
A linear four-compartment model [33, 39] _ Figure 1d shows the biochemical reaction network of this model. In this model, there are 7 parameters p A = (p 31 , p 13 , p 42 , p 24 , p 43 , p 03 , p 04 ) T and 4 state variables among which two are output variables. In the case of u ≠ 0, x 10 = x 20 = x 30 = x 40 = 0, the parameters are structurally non-identifiable where the identifiable combinations of the correlated parameters are expressed as {p 31 , p 13 , p 04 p 42 , p 24 p 43 , p 03 + p 43 , p 24 + p 42 + p 04 } [33, 39] . The same results of the identifiable combinations are obtained by using our method which is much simpler to deal with, as described in the following.
From Eq. (38), we have
Since in this example we have two output variables, to determine the parameter correlations we have to consider
where the output sensitivities are expressed in the following form (see Additional file 1) It can be clearly seen from the first two columns of Eq. (41) and Eq. (42) that α 1 = α 2 = 0, which means that p 31 , p 13 are uniquely identifiable. From the 5 th and 6 th columns of the first row in Eq. (42) we have α 5 + α 6 = 0 , i.e.
Thus p 43 , p 03 are pairwise correlated. Furthermore, based on the second row of Eq. (41) and Eq. (42) the following results can be obtained (see Additional file 1):
Eq. (43)-Eq. (45) indicate that there exist 3 separate correlation groups in this example. The maximum number of parameters among the groups is 3. The (local) solutions of these 3 equations lead to the identifiable combinations of the parameters in the form of p 43 + p 03 , p 24 p 43 , p 42 p 04 and p 42 + p 04 + p 24 , respectively, beside the two identifiable parameters p 31 , p 13 .
To numerically verify the results, p 31 = 3.0, p 13 = 5.5, p 03 = 1.0, p 04 = 0.7, p 24 = 3.5, p 42 = 3.0, p 43 = 4.0 are used as the true values of the parameters. One noise-free dataset for y 1 , y 2 is generated by x 10 = x 20 = x 30 = x 40 = 0 and u = 5.0 through simulation. Then we repeatedly fit the parameters to the dataset, except for p 43 which is fixed with a different value for each run of the fitting. As expected, p 31 , p 13 are always at their true values after each run, whereas the other parameters have correlated relationships in the forms of their identifiable combinations. Figure 4 shows these relationships based on the results of 176 runs for the parameter estimation. It can be seen from Fig. 4a to d that, indeed, p 43 + p 03 = 5.0, p 24 p 43 = 14.0, p 42 p 04 = 2.1, and p 42 + p 04 + p 24 = 7.2 are obtained by the parameter estimation.
Also in this example, we can consider x 20 ≠ 0, x 30 ≠ 0, x 40 ≠ 0 for remedying the non-identifiability. Since the maximum number of correlated parameter groups is n max = 3, the number of equations in the form of Eq. (19) is n y (2n x − 2) = 12. Therefore, one dataset for y 1 , y 2 from an initial condition x 10 ≠ 0, x 20 ≠ 0, x 30 ≠ 0, x 40 ≠ 0 will be enough to uniquely estimate the 7 parameters in the model.
Example 5
Insulin receptor dynamics model [49] .
Many physiological processes such as glucose uptake, lipid-, protein-and glycogen-synthesis, to name the most important, are regulated by insulin after binding to the insulin receptor. The latter is located in the cytoplasma membrane [50, 51] . The insulin receptor (IR) is a dynamic cellular macromolecule. Upon insulin binding, a series of processes follow, including endocytosis of the IR-insulin complex, endosomal processing, sequestration of ligand (insulin) from the receptor, receptor inactivation as well as receptor recycling to the cell surface [52] .
In several early studies, simple models describing insulin receptor dynamics were proposed [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] where either a subset of the whole process was considered or a few subunits were lumped into single reaction steps. More detailed models of insulin signaling pathways were developed and simulation studies were performed in [58] [59] [60] . However, parameter values such as rate constants in these models were partially taken from literature and partially estimated through experimental data.
A general five-compartment IR dynamics model was developed in [49] and its parameters were estimated based on simultaneously fitting to the measured datasets published in [55, 61, 62] . This model describes the endosomal trafficking dynamics of hepatic insulin receptor 
